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A. Site-specific qc-M correlations 

A recent experience ha8 demonstrated the possibility of establishing a 

useable correlation between the static cone bearing capacity qc from the CPT 

and the l-dimensional compression modulus, M, from the DMT. The attached p. 

2-1 shows the points obtained from two such correlations at a site in Florida. 

These data point8 fall into two groups, with one correlation curve assigned to 

the soils above 10 m and the other for the soils below. Page 2-2 shows an 

electric CPT log typical of the soil8 at this site. The soils above 10 m 

rnnei atnrl nrima+i Iv gf l~n_ifnm_~ ___l_l -WV r’-__ ‘_, fine nnndn and slightly silty snnds. Below 10 

m the soil condition8 were much more variable with alternating thin layer8 of 
---> ^__^_L^-l ,,,,a suuu, CeluellLeU 8LallU, and 8ome loose silty n..,l ,.,‘._~.7 8and8. 4UU L.IcaJCJ All this clearly 

demonstrate8 that at present we must consider qc -M correlation8 as site 

specific. However, when it proves possible to establish such correlation8 at 

a site they can allow the u8e of the more economical and 

higher-penetration-capability CPT and its q c results for estimating moduli. 

B. Toward8 a Common Presentation of @mc +u from DMT8 

Until recently we presented the DMT Nps results as determined by the JHS 

method of analysis based on the Durgunoglu and Mitchell equations (Proc., 
-nrrnm II **-q 03urr LL, VOL. 2, p. 853). rl- L---- we nave considered this the peak -_a_-* r--'-*:a, seL;aLLL LLL,C;LJ."U 

angle applicable at a normal stress taken as the value of the Rankine passive 

stress = vertical overburden effective stress time8 ti+ sin $,j. Our DMT 

output has included this Cr'ff stress level as applying to the @ps in the 
output. Because of the curvature in the Mohr envelope for sands the secant 

angle decrease8 with an increasing stress level on the failure plane at 

failure. Thus, the output from a dilatometer sounding until recently has 

shown decreasing fips angle8 in otherwise uniform sands because of the 

increasing overburden pressure with depth and therefore an increasing dff 
-,-- K,- L____ -___ >__:>_1 I* -I.-..,2 --^__^ -^-^ ..,_z'.., c- ..-,....-...C “11 nu’p d also. we uave uvw aeciaea IL tbuuu~u yruve UUL~ UBlzl.Ul. LU pICPeuL aAL U&-AI VP8 

angles for a specific, reference normal stress level and allow the user to 

adjust the angle for any other stress level of interest to the user. 
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Recent research, especially in Italy in conjunction with the continuing 
large calibration chamber test program there, has confirmed the usefulness in 

triaxial testing of the Baligh equation for the variation of $ with stress 
level. The attached p. 2-3 shows this equation. The equation includes a 
reference angle pI o, which is the secant angle for the reference stress level 
of 2.72 bar. We now calculate go as shown on p. 2-3 and present this in the 
DMT results and no longer present the applicable stress level because we now 
use a constant of 2.72 bar. Page 2-3 also gives the equation in the form of 

converting go to the b you might require. It includes an example 
calculations. Note that you will need a value for the 'bc" angle that 

expresses the Mohr envelope curvature. Page 2-4 shows some recent correlation 

data that may help with estimatingd. For the purpose of calculating B. we 
used an approximate average value of 6" for&. The examples used the same& = 
6" . Purists will note that the above assumes plane strain envelope curvature 
= axisymmetric curvature. 

Some users might still wonder how they should convert the DMT $ps to the 
equivalent triaxial test value, the axisymmetric Bax.. As already noted on p. 
l-l of DMT D-l, we use the simple formula flax = Bps - ((bps-32)/3 for 
estimating peak &. For values of 32O or less we use Pax - gps. 

C. Changes in Computer Program 

We have incorporated the above B. changes into both our HP 41CV and 
FORTRAN programs. In addition we have made some other changes in these 
programs for the purposes for making them more efficient, or for making the 
output more logically organized, or just plain correcting newly discovered 

errors. 

Attached p. 2-5 shows the changes we have made in the HP 41CV program. 
We suggest that users make the same changes in their programs and recopy the 
thus modified program on to another set of magnetic cards. Attached pp. 2-6 
and 2-7 present the latest format for our FORTRAN program output. It 
incorporates the above B. changes and includes considerable column 
reorganization to make the output more legible and logical. The graphical 
output format on p. 2-7 has also changed so as to plot overburden and 
preconsolidation points rather than just the OCR, and to plot these next to 
the modulus values for easier comparison and settlement calculations. 

Some users have noted that the flps angles computed using the above two 
programs do not agree exactly and sometimes may disagree by more than lo. The 
FORTRAN program includes a more thorough and precise double-iteration 
procedure to obtain the fips values, and therefore also more precise K. and OCR 
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values, when the DMT user also has total thrust measurements. The HP 41 CV 

program is less accurate. Prediction accuracy studies for the HP41 vs. the 

FORTRAN program have shown: 

a. If the est. K. nearly = the computed Ko, both K. and 9 
are nearly correct. 

b. If the calculated $! exceeds the est., then the talc. value of $! 

is less than the correct value and the talc. value of K, is 

greater. (the reverse is usually, but not always true) 

D. Increased Static Thrust Reaction When UsinP Drillrins 

As paragraph C. in DMT D-l discussed, advancing the DMT by static thrust 

sometimes produces much better results than when advancing using hammer blows. 

However, the user may only have a drillrig available for DMT insertion and he 

or she may require more than the 2 to 4 ton reaction weight typically 

available from most drillrigs. The actual hydraulic down-thrust capacity of 

most drillrigs equals at least 10 tons. A quick and effective way to increase 

the reaction capability of a drillrig is shown on the photos on attached p. 

2-S. Here we hauled the ATV drillrig on a flatbed pulled by a tractor. After 

rolling the rig off the flatbed we disconnected the tractor from the flatbed 

and moved it into position behind the drillrig. We then hooked two wire 

cables going over a crown sheave on the mast and then to the bumper of the 

tractor and used the drillrig power to winch down on these cables. In this 

way we could put significant tension on the cables and hold down the rig. In 

this case we could use up to about 6.5 tons of down-thrust on the DMT rods 

compared to a maximum of about 2 tons without the addition of the tension 

cables. 

E. DMT Conference Proceedings Available 

Mobile Augers Research Ltd., Edmonton, Canada, has announced that they 

are taking orders for their Proceedings of the DMT Conference they sponsored 

last February 5th in Edmonton. The attached p. 2-9 gives more information and 

can be used as an order form for these Proceedings. 

P ohn Ii. Schmertmann 
Editor 
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